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Abstra t We present a modular method for on-the- y state spa e redu tion. The theoreti al foundation of the method is a new on uen e
notion for labeled transitions systems. The method works by adding onuen e information to the symboli representation of the state spa e. We
present algorithms for on-the- y exploration of the redu ed state spa e,
for generating on uen e information and for a symboli redu tion, alled
prioritization. The latter two algorithms rely on an automated theorem
prover to derive the ne essary information. We also present some ase
studies in whi h tools that implement these algorithms were used.

1 Introdu tion
A popular approa h to the veri ation of distributed systems is based on an exhaustive state spa e exploration. This approa h su ers from the well-known state
spa e explosion problem. Mu h resear h is devoted to algorithms that generate a
redu ed, but essentially equivalent, state spa e. Colle tively, these methods are
alled partial-order redu tion methods. In this paper we introdu e a new method
for generating a redu ed state spa e that is bran hing bisimilar with the original
one.
The method is based on a subtle variation on the on uen e-notion for labeled
transition systems (LTS). Invisible ( ) steps in the LTS may be on uent or not.
All states in a subset onne ted by on uent steps are bran hing bisimilar. By
virtue of our new on uen e notion, this subset may be repla ed by a parti ular
representative state, and only transitions outgoing from this representative need
to be explored. This is explained in Se tion 2.
In order to apply on uen e for the immediate generation of the redu ed
state spa e, the on uent transitions must be dete ted before generating the
LTS. This is solved in Se tion 3 by representing the system spe i ation in an
intermediate format, alled linear pro ess. A spe i ation in this format onsists of a nite number of symboli transitions. The on uen e property of ea h
symboli transition (or in fa t a stronger approximation) an be expressed as a
Boolean formula over the data types that o ur in the spe i ation. This formula is solved by a separate automated theorem prover. If the formula an be
proved, the transition is marked as on uent, allowing for some redu tion of the
orresponding state spa e.
In some ases it is even possible to feed the information on on uent symboli
transitions ba k to the symboli level. This results in a transformation on linear
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pro esses, whi h we all symboli prioritization (Se tion 4). In Se tion 5 we show
a number of appli ations, to whi h we applied our te hniques to redu e the
state spa e. Some of these examples go beyond partial-order redu tion methods
based on super-determinism. Furthermore, on uen e dete tion and symboli
prioritization an be applied to in nite state spa es as well.
Our ideas are implemented in the ontext of the CRL tool set [2℄. The
basi fun tionality of this tool set is to generate a state spa e (LTS) out of a
CRL spe i ation. To this end linear pro esses are used as an intermediate
representation. This ontributes to the modularity of the tool set. In parti ular,
several optimizations are implemented as separate tools that transform a linear
pro ess, aiming at a redu tion of the state spa e to be generated.
To this tool set, we added symboli prioritization as yet another optimizer
on linear pro esses. Moreover, the on-the- y redu tion algorithm has been integrated in the state spa e generator of the tool set.
With the approa h in this paper we further ontribute to modularity. In
parti ular, we de ned a notion of on uen e, whi h is quite liberal, but nevertheless suÆ ient to ensure orre tness of the on-the- y redu tion algorithm.
Finding on uent transitions is a separate task. In fa t, while the maximal set
of on uent transitions is hard to dete t, it is perfe tly a eptable if a tual onuen e dete tion algorithms only nd a subset.
We propose to use an automated theorem prover to nd a reasonable subset
of on uent transitions, but an alternative approa h ould be to prove on uen e
by hand, or with intera tive theorem provers. In ases where the spe i ation is
automati ally generated from sour e ode, it is sometimes even possible to know
a priori that ertain transitions are on uent.

1.1 Related Work
Several partial order redu tion algorithms that preserve bran hing bisimilarity
have been proposed in the literature [18,14,13℄. These approa hes also allow
the redu tion to a representative subset of all states. Some of these approa hes
restri t attention to deterministi transitions. All these approa hes involve some
notion of determina y.
 [18℄ allows the sele tion of one outgoing transition
For instan e, riterion A8
from a state, provided it is an invisible super-deterministi transition. In our
approa h, su h a transition need not be deterministi , but only on uent, whi h
means that eventually the omputation paths rea h the same state. It an be
proved that the set of super-deterministi transitions forms a on uent set of
 -transitions, but not vi e versa.
 whi h
Another riterion for obtaining a bran hing bisimilar state spa e is A5,
prevents that a transition is postponed forever. This is implemented in [13℄
by the algorithm Twophase. In phase one, a state is expanded by repeatedly
applying deterministi invisible transitions, whi h is then fully expanded in phase
two. Our algorithm an be seen as a modi ation: we take on uent transitions
2

until a terminal strongly onne ted omponent (SCC) is rea hed, instead of
deterministi transitions only.
Con uen e is a property of sets of invisible transitions in an LTS. Several on uen e notions have been studied in the setting of bran hing bisimulation [11,19,8℄. In [1℄ these notions are ompared systemati ally. In summary,
the notions in [11,19℄ only deal with global on uen e, whereas we deal with
partial on uen e, i.e. it suÆ es to identify a subset of the  -transitions whi h is
on uent. This is essential for pra ti al appli ations, in whi h it is seldom the
ase that all  -transitions are on uent.
The on uen e notion in [11℄ was adapted to partial on uen e in [8℄. In
order to apply it for state spa e redu tion, this notion required the absen e of
 -loops. [8℄ introdu ed an algorithm to redu e on rete state spa es as follows.
First, all strongly onne ted  - omponents are ollapsed, in order to get rid of
 - y les. Then, the maximal set of strongly on uent  -steps is omputed, and
strongly on uent  -transitions are given priority over other transitions. We note
that these steps an only be applied after generating the unredu ed state spa e.
Espe ially absen e of  -loops is a severe restri tion for on-the- y generation.
In our paper, we use theorem proving to nd (not ne essarily all) on uent
transitions in the spe i ation, whi h allows the immediate generation of the
redu ed state spa e. So we provide a really on-the- y redu tion method. Our
new method even allows to perform some optimization at spe i ation level
already.
Finally, also [19℄ introdu es a notion of on uen e. That notion has the ni e
theoreti al property that the  -transition relation is on uent, if and only if it
only onne ts states that are bran hing bisimilar. For redu tion purposes that
de nition is not onvenient, be ause it would require to onsider all outgoing
transitions in ea h terminal SCC. Our notion of on uen e is slightly stronger,
and as a onsequen e we only have to take all outgoing transitions from one
member of ea h terminal SCC.

2 Con uen e and Redu tion On-the- y
In this se tion we present the on uen e property, a state spa e redu tion method
based on the on uen e property and an algorithm that omputes these redu ed
state spa es \on-the- y".
We use labeled transition systems (LTS) to model states spa es. Con uen e
is a property of sets of invisible transitions in an LTS. Any set of transitions
indu es an equivalen e relation on the set of states, whi h identi es states in
the same omponent. If a set of invisible transitions is on uent then the indu ed equivalen e relation is a bran hing bisimulation. Moreover, ea h nite
equivalen e lass has a representative, whose transitions are the same as those
of the whole equivalen e lass. Be ause of these representatives, we an give an
algorithm that omputes the redu ed state spa e without omputing the whole
original state spa e.
3

Be ause the redu tion preserves bran hing bisimilarity, the redu ed state
spa e an be used to he k all properties of the original system that are expressible in a tion based CTL*-X ( omputation tree logi without next-time) or HML
(Hennessy-Milner logi ).

2.1 Con uen e

The labels of our LTSs will be taken from a given set A t. We assume that A t
ontains a spe ial element  , representing an invisible a tion.
De nition 1 (LTS). A labeled transition system is a triple (S; !; s0 ), onsist-

ing of a set of states S , transitions ! S  A t  S and an initial state s0 S .
a t for (s; a; t) !. Moreover, !
a denotes the transitive re exive
We write s !
!
a
a
a t, or a =  and s = t. Given
losure of !, and we write s ==) t if either s !


a subset of  -transitions  !, we write s ! t for (s; t) . Finally, we write
S1 $b S2 to denote that LTSs S1 and S2 are bran hing bisimilar [5℄.
The idea is that a subset of the set of invisible transitions is on uent if
the steps in annot make real hoi es. This is formalized with two onditions.
First, if in a ertain state two di erent sequen es of steps are possible then
these sequen es an be extended with more steps to sequen es that end in the
same state. Se ond, if in a state both a step from is possible and an a step is
possible then after doing the step from another a step is possible and the results
of the two a steps are in the same equivalen e lass. These two requirements
an be neatly expressed in a single diagram, as is done in the following de nition:
 . Then is on uent i the
De nition 2 ( on uen e). Let be a subset of !
following diagram holds:
2
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2.2 Redu tion
As mentioned before, the equivalen e relation indu ed by a on uent set is a
bran hing bisimulation. By taking the original state spa e modulo this equivalen e one an redu e the state spa e. An e e tive way of omputing the transitions of the redu ed state spa e is to nd a representative of ea h equivalen e
lass, whose transitions are pre isely the transitions of the equivalen e lass.
These representatives are guaranteed to exists if the equivalen e lass (seen as a
dire ted graph) has a Terminal Strongly Conne ted Component (TSCC). In that
ase every element of the TSCC an be hosen as a representative. Be ause of
on uen e there is at most one TSCC. The notion of representation map is based
on this idea. The rst ondition for es every element in an equivalen e lass to
have the same representative. The se ond ondition for es this representative to
be in the TSCC.
4

De nition 3 (representation map). Given an LTS S  (S; !; s0 ) with a
on uent subset of  -steps labeled , a map  : S ! S is alled a representation
! (s).
map if 8s; t S : s ! t ) (s) = (t) and 8s S : s !
2

2

A representation map exists if and only if every equivalen e lass has a TSCC.
Be ause we usually work with nite LTSs the existen e of TSCCs and hen e
representation maps is guaranteed. Based on the notion of representation map
we an de ne a redu ed LTS. The set of states of the redu ed LTS is the set
of representatives. For every transition from a representative to a destination
state in the original LTS, we in lude a transition from that representative to the
representative of that destination in the redu ed LTS. Finally, the new initial
state is the representative of the old initial state. In [1℄ it is proven that the
redu ed LTS is bran hing bisimilar to the original LTS.

De nition 4 (LTS modulo ). Given a representation map , we de ne
a
a
S= = ((S ); !
 ; (s0 )), where s !
 t if a 6=  and 9t : s ! t and (t ) = t.
As usual, (S ) = f(s) j s Sg.
Theorem 5. Given a transition system S with a on uent subset of  -steps
labeled and a representation map , we have that S $b S= :
0

0

0

2

2.3 Algorithm for Redu tion On-the- y
The essential fun tions in an \on-the- y" interfa e for an LTS are a fun tion
that yields the initial state and a fun tion that omputes outgoing transitions
of a given state. Given an on-the- y representation of an LTS and the label for
on uent transitions, the key to providing an on-the- y representation of the
redu ed LTS is a fun tion that omputes a representation map. (See Figure 1.)
Su h a fun tion must return a representative from the terminal strongly onne ted omponent of the  graph. Moreover, this representative must be unique
for all elements of an equivalen e lass. We implemented the latter requirement
simply by maintaining a table of the representatives that we have omputed so
far. To ompute a representative if it is not in the table, we use a variation on
Tarjan's algorithm for nding strongly onne ted omponents [17℄. More preisely, we perform a depth rst sear h of the graph of on uent transitions until
we nd a state with a known representative or until we ba ktra k from a node
where we entered a strongly onne ted omponent. The rst thus en ountered
omponent is the TSCC. In the latter ase this node is hosen as the representative, and stored in the table.
The table onsumes a signi ant amount of memory. If this is una eptable
and a total order on the set of states is available then one an hoose the least
state in the TSCC as the representative and re ompute the TSCC ea h time
rather than storing it.

3 Con uen e Dete tion by Theorem Proving
In the previous se tion we dis ussed a state spa e generation algorithm, whi h
applies redu tion on-the- y, based on some information on on uent transitions.
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Redu edInit()
return Representative(Init())
Redu edNext(state)
return f (a,Representative(s)) j a 6=  , (a,s) 2 Next(state) g

Figure 1.

In this se tion we show how this information is obtained. In parti ular, by exploiting a spe ial format for the spe i ation, we show that (stronger approximations of) on uen e properties an be expressed by quanti er-free rst order
formulae. These formulae an be solved by a separate automated theorem prover.

3.1 Symboli spe i ations in CRL
We implemented our ideas in the setting of the CRL formalism. A CRL spe i ation [10,2℄ onsists of an algebrai spe i ation, de ning the data sorts, and
a pro ess spe i ation, de ning the system under s rutiny as the parallel omposition of several omponents, ea h spe i ed as a pro ess algebra expression. We
utilize the result in [9℄, that su h spe i ations an be transformed to a linear
pro ess, without a onsiderable blow-up in size.
A linear pro ess onsists of a ve tor of global state variables (ea h with a parti ular sort from the algebrai data spe i ation), an initial state ve tor (terms
whose sorts mat h the state variables), and a set of program rules, traditionally
alled summands. These summands de ne the pro ess behaviour in a ondition/a tion/e e t style, similar to I/O-automata or UNITY programs. These
summands have the following form1 :

f

X
ei

[bi (d; ei )℄ ) ai (d; ei ); d := gi (d; ei )gi2I

We assume that the data algebra ontains the spe ial sorts Bool for booleans
and A t for external a tions. In the summands above, we have that :

{ ei is a ve tor of lo al variables, used for instan e to model arbitrary input
of this summand.

{ bi (d; ei ) is a term of type Bool, with variables among d and ei , denoting the
ondition or guard of the summand.

{ ai (d; ei ) is a term of type A t, with variables among d and ei , denoting the
a tion exe uted by this summand.

{ gi (d; ei ) is a ve tor of terms, whose sorts mat h the ve tor of global state
variables.

1

We fo us on the essential ingredients, rather than on rete CRL syntax.
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Ea h summand spe i es a stru tural transition !
i as follows:

d!
i d

0

9ei : bi (d; ei ) ^ d

i

0

= gi (d; ei )

^

= ai (d; ei )

Together, a linear pro ess spe i es a stru tural labeled transition system
(; ( !
i )i2I ; s0 ), from whi h the ordinary LTS an be obtained by taking the
union of all stru tural transitions. Here a state in  is a ve tor of data values
for the global variables; s0 is the initial state ve tor; I is the (index) set of the
summands; !
i is the stru tural transition generated by summand i, whi h is a
subset of the transitions of the whole LTS.
Note that a stru tural transition de ned in this way is partial (due to the
enabling ondition b) and non-deterministi (due to hoi e involved in 9e). Also
note that one summand may generate transitions with various labels. A similar
de oupling of a tion labels and stru tural transitions o urs in [18℄.

3.2 Generation of Con uen e Formulae
Owing to the format of linear pro esses, ommutation formulae an be generated.
In order to fa ilitate automated theorem proving, we try to avoid quanti ers. The
generated formulae will be Boolean expressions over the user de ned abstra t
data types, with impli it universal quanti ation.
To get the formulae in this form, we only onsider a spe ial ase, whi h
o urs frequently in pra ti e. So in fa t we dete t a stronger approximation of
on uen e. Consider two divergent steps of summands i and j :

X
ei

[bi (d; ei )℄ ) ai (d; ei ); d := gi (d; ei )

X
ej

[bj (d; ej )℄ )  ; d := gj (d; ej )

The rst simpli ation is that we only onsider a losing of this diagram in
one step (strong on uen e). Furthermore, we assume that the diagram is losed
by using the same summands j and i again, and moreover we only try the same
instan e of summand i and j . This situation is depi ted in the following pi ture
(we left out the enabling onditions).


d

ai (gj (d;ej );ei )

ai (d;ei )

gi (d; ei )

gj (d; ej )
gi (gj (d; ej ); ei )
=



gj (gi (d; ei ); ej )
7

Commutation of  -summand j with summand i an be expressed by the
following Boolean expression over the algebrai data theory:

0 b (g (d; e ); e )
i j
j i
B
^
b
(
g
(
d;
e
); e )
j
i
i
bi (d; ei ) ^ bj (d; ej ) ! B
 ^ ai(d; ei) = aij(gj (d; ej ); ei)

1
CC
A

^ gi (gj (d; ej ); ei ) = gj (gi (d; ei ); ej )
If  -summand j ommutes with all summands i (in luding j ), it an be safely
marked as a on uent  -summand. In fa t, in ase also ai (d; ei ) =  , we also have
to allow that gi (d; ei ) = gj (d; ej ). As strong on uen e implies on uen e, the
transitions generated by  -summand j will form a on uent subset in the sense

of De nition 2. Be ause the union of to on uent subsets onstitutes a on uent
subset, it is safe to label multiple summands in the same linear pro ess.

3.3 Automated Theorem Prover
In order to prove formulae of the above kind, we have built a theorem prover
for Boolean ombinations over a user-de ned algebrai data type. In [16℄ we
show how an extension of binary de ision diagrams (BDD) enhan ed with term
rewriting an be applied to these formulae. This is along the lines of the BDDs
extended with equality developed in [7℄. Given a formula, the prover returns an
equivalent but ordered BDD. If this BDD equals TRUE, the pair (i,j) ommutes.
If the resulting BDD doesn't equal TRUE, then the formula ould not be
proved, and  -summand i annot be marked as on uent. Note that this may
be due to the fa t that it is not on uent, or due to the fa t that the prover is
inherently in omplete (simple equalities over an abstra t data type are unde idable already, let alone arbitrary Boolean expressions). In this ase, the prover
provides some diagnosti s, on the basis of whi h user intera tion is possible.
The user an add equations to the data spe i ation, or provide an invariant.
It is possible to add new equations, provided they hold in the initial model.
Proving orre tness of the new equations requires indu tion, whi h is beyond
our theorem prover. The new equations ould be proved either manually, or
using a separate intera tive theorem prover.
In some ases, the formula is not valid in the initial model, but it would hold
for rea hable states d. In this ase, the user may supply an invariant Inv and the
on uen e formulae are proved under the assumption Inv (d). Of ourse su h an
invariant must be he ked separately. This an be done with the same prover,
by he king that Inv holds initially, and is preserved by all summands i:

bi (d; ei ) ^ Inv(d) ! Inv(gi (d; ei ))
4 Optimization by Symboli Prioritization
Combining the previous se tions, we an now mark ertain transitions as being
on uent by using an automated theorem prover, and subsequently generate a
8

redu ed state spa e by the on-the- y redu tion algorithm. However, the on uen e marks an also also be used to apply an optimization to the spe i ation,
i.e. on the symboli level. Let transition j be a deterministi (i.e. without lo al
variables) transition whi h is marked as on uent:
[bj (d)℄ )  ; d := gj (d)

Now be ause the j summand is on uent, it may be given priority to other
summands, as long as loops are avoided. To avoid loops, we will only give summand j priority just after a non-marked (visible or non-visible) transition. So
let another summand i be given, whi h is not marked as on uent:

X
ei

[bi (d; ei )℄ ) ai (d; ei ); d := gi (d; ei )

Now, if we an prove that j is always enabled after the i-transition, we an
ombine the i and j summand in one step. Enabledness of j an be represented
by the formula bi (d; ei ) ! bj (gi (d; ei )). This formula is sent to the prover, and
upon su ess, we modify summand i to be ome:

X
ei

[bi (d; ei )℄ ) ai (d; ei ); d := gj (gi (d; ei ))

We all this transformation symboli prioritization. One advantage of this symboli optimization is that the intermediate state gi (d; ei ) needs not be explored
during state spa e generation. Another advantage is that this optimization often
gives rise to a as ade of other possible optimizations, su h as elimination of
unused variables removal of dead ode, based on rea hability analysis. In many
ases the on uent j summand be omes unrea hable (in the sense that in all
rea hable states d, bj (d) is false), in whi h ase it an be removed from the spe i ation. This in turn an give rise to elimination of state variables that were
only used in summand j .
A very interesting e e t is that we an now possibly mark more transitions as
on uent. Re all that we only mark \strong on uen e", where a diverging pair
is losed in one step. After symboli prioritization, we might dete t on uen e
also when the diverging pair an be losed in two steps, as illustrated in Figure 2.
Of ourse, this pro ess an be iterated.
In the system on the left, automati on uen e marking will not dete t the
on uen e of  -summand (2), be ause the divergen e with a-summand (1) annot be losed in one step. However, typi ally  -summand (3) will be dete ted to
be on uent, be ause no other summands are enabled in its sour e state. The
marking of summand (3) is denoted by the  -label. Note that after a-summand
(1) it is always possible to perform the marked  -summand (3). Hen e symboli
prioritization an be applied, and we obtain the system on the right. In the new
situation summand (2) be omes strongly on uent, so it will be dete ted by a
se ond appli ation of automati on uen e dete tion. Due to the on uen e of
summand (2), the state spa e generation algorithm will now visit a single path
through this graph.
9
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More on uen e dete tion after symboli prioritization

original state spa e redu ed state spa e
total osts
system
states transitions states transitions states transitions
abp
97
122
29
54
97
98
brp
1952
2387 1420
1855 1952
2275
mutex
96
192
26
46
56
75
DKR(3)
67
124
2
1
20
19
DKR(5)
864
2687
2
1
32
31
DKR(7)
18254
77055
2
1
72
71
Firewire(10) 72020
389460 6171
22668 8443
23325
Firewire(12) 446648 2853960 27219
123888 40919
127016
Firewire(14) 2416632 17605592 105122
544483 167609
557419
Lift1
38000
112937 10448
30823 13326
33701
Lift2
214202
684419 60548
205527 76948
221927
Figure 3.

Ben hmarks for on uen e dete tion and on-the- y redu tion

5 Appli ations
We applied our method to several distributed algorithms, proto ols and industrial ase studies. A number of experiments are des ribed in detail in [16℄. Figure 3 shows the redu tion obtained by on uen e dete tion and on-the- y redu tion. For ea h system, we list the size of the original and the redu ed state
spa e, and also { in order to allow fair omparisons { the total osts in luding the
number of nodes and transitions that are visited during the TSCC- omputation.
The rst rows refer to the alternating bit proto ol, the bounded retransmission proto ol, and a mutual ex lusion algorithm. Furthermore, DKR(n) refers
to the DKR leader ele tion proto ol with n parties; Firewire(n) to the Firewire
Tree Identify proto ol for n omponents from the IEEE 1394 bus standard; and
the lift entries refer to a ase study with distributed lifts [6℄, used for lifting ar
tru ks by several lift legs.
As a on lusion, we note that the ontribution of on uen e redu tion to toy
examples is rather modest. However, on the industrial ase studies (Firewire,
Lift) the redu tion is notable. On the DKR proto ol the redu tion is even dra10

Appli ations

input

worker

worker

output

Agents
Network

Figure 4.

Spli e ar hite ture

mati (the number of visited states goes from exponential down to n log n). We
now dis uss two experiments in more detail.

5.1 Leader ele tion proto ol
In the DKR (Dolev-Klawe-Rodeh) leader ele tion proto ol [4℄, n parties are
onne ted in a ring by n hannels, modeled as unbounded queues. These parties
ex hange messages, whi h are not visible for the outside world. After a nite
number of messages, the party with the highest identi ation performs the a tion
\I'm the leader".
This algorithm allows for a remarkable state spa e redu tion, viz. from exponential to linear in the number of parties. The theorem prover dete ts that all
 -summands are on uent, even when n is unknown. Given a on rete number
of parties, the generation algorithm nds a ompletely deterministi path representing the whole state spa e. So the state spa e is immediately redu ed to a
single transition, labeled \I'm the leader". We remark that also the traditional
partial order redu tion an be applied to this example.

5.2 Shared data spa e systems
We also studied distributed systems based on shared data spa e ar hite tures,
su h as Spli e [3℄. A Spli e system onsists of a number of appli ation pro esses,
that oordinate through agents, whi h are oupled via some network. The agents
lo ally maintain multi-sets of data items (the distributed data spa e), into whi h
appli ations an write new items, and from whi h appli ations an read items.
The agents distribute their items by asyn hronously sending messages to ea h
other over the network.
Figure 4 depi ts a simple Spli e system, with a produ er and a onsumer.
In between, several workers independently take items from their lo al storage,
perform some omputation, and write results ba k in the spa e. We want to
prove transparen y of the number of workers. See [12℄ for the full ase study,
whi h heavily relies on using our on uen e redu tion.
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original spa e redu ed state spa e after prioritization
# states
ost
# states
ost
85362
15
75
9
45
18140058
69
644
9
65
??
297
5151
9
101
??
83
743
25
169
??
1661
29936
25
249
??
31001 1057187
25
393
??
317
3657
56
425
??
14387
326832
56
630
??
??
??
56
999

Figure 5.

Spli e ben hmarks with symboli prioritization

This ommuni ation me hanism is a-syn hronous, and leads to mu h nondeterminism: messages from one agent are sent to the others in any order. Consequently, the agents re eive messages in various orders, even when they originate
from the same agent. By proving on uen e, it is dete ted that all these di erent orders are equivalent. In fa t, the on-the- y redu tion algorithm omputes
a redu ed state spa e, as if there were only one global multi-set of data items.
Another redu tion is possible within the workers. They read any message
from their agent, and write some omputed result ba k. Note that su h transa tions annot be represented by super-deterministi transitions, be ause a worker
an start with any message in the urrent set of its agent. Therefore, traditional
partial-order redu tion methods, whi h are based on super-determinism, fail on
this example. However, several su h transa tions ommute, basi ally be ause
(A [ fag) [ fbg = (A [ fbg) [ fag. Using on uen e redu tion, only a xed
transa tion order is explored.
For this example, we also needed symboli prioritization: although the transa tions ommute, the orresponding diagrams an only be losed in multiple
steps. This orresponds to the situation in Figure 2.
In Figure 5 we applied our redu tions on the Spli e(m,n) ben hmarks, having
m workers and pro essing n input values. We show the number of generated
states, as well as the total number of visited states, in luding those used in the
TSCC sear h. The size of the original state spa e ( rst olumn) ould only be
omputed in a few ases, and even here we used a parallel ma hine. After one
appli ation of on uen e dete tion and on-the- y redu tion, in most ases the
state spa e ould be generated, but this approa h doesn't s ale well (middle
two olumns). After symboli prioritization more transitions ould be proven
on uent, and running on-the- y redu tion again results in pretty small state
spa es (last two olumns).
As a nal remark, we note that the size of the redu ed spa e doesn't depend
on the number of workers anymore. So this example has been solved nearly
symboli ally in the number of workers.
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